Jordan River Advisors – Open Position Summary

SUMMARY:

Jordan River Advisors is a Quantitative Trading and Advisory Firm. We are registered with the National Futures Association as a Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA).

Our services include:
1. Proprietary Trading
3. Crop Consulting and Farm Advisory

Our core market timing work is centered around Cycle Analysis. We utilize a proprietary model for cycle construction. Additionally, we employ other forms of analysis but place a strong emphasis on statistical physics.

We are about to launch our new website along with a number of financial models developed specifically for Farm/Crop Marketing and Management. Our work connects the grower and the lender with essential analysis and documentation. More models are ready to code for launching.

We are also collaborating with Thomas Ho, (of the Ho-Lee Model) on the forthcoming FASB requirements addressing banking and loan credit reserves.

INTERESTS AND NEEDS:

We are planning and preparing for the growth of our company. Currently, we have a need for a highly motivated, very smart, part-time developer who has a passion for data science and analysis.

SKILLS REQUIRED
1. HTML
2. Javascript
3. CSS

SKILLS RECOMMENDED (or ready to learn)
1. React
2. Vega Lite
3. Python
4. AWS

Our work offers either of two possibilities in structure: either a part-time position around 15 hours per week with at least one face-to-face meeting per week collaborating with other developers. Or work could be done on a project-by-project basis.
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